[Feb. H body-cavity of the P lanula. I t is only just before the escape of the actinuloid from its capsule that they evaginate themselves and become external. After enjoying its free existence for one or two days, during which it moves about by the aid of its long arms, the embryo fixes itself by its proximal end, the long arms gradually disappear, the short permanent tentacles increase in number, and the essential form of the adult is soon acquired. 
i with a spectroscope mounting a single simple prism. The polar axis ay be shifted for latitude. The equatoreal was set up and adjusted an observatory-tent, of which the canvas top was removed during •servation. I found from actual trial that the most suitable eyepiece for both gress (sun's altitude 2° 24' to 7° 29') and egress (sun's altitude about 5°) was that of 125 pow er; accordingly this eyepiece alone was employed the contacts. I t was, however, impossible to adopt the same dark glass r both the higher and lower altitudes, without sacrificing definition on le of the two occasions. Accordingly I selected for ingress two glasses bich, combined, gave a neutral or bluish field ; and for egress I changed le of these for a deep-red glass, so that the field now presented a modeitely deep red. The glasses were quite flat, and lay against one another i intimate contact, giving excellent definition. I may here add that, tanks to Manrakan, artificer, Gr I now proceed to describe the phenomena of the transit. In doing so I shall have occasion to speak of Venus as she appeared across the sun's limb, when one portion of her own limb is seen against the sun, and the other remains against the sky. The former portion I shall call Venus's sun-limb, or V n, the latter Venus's sky-limb, or V k. Again, I shall require to mention a ring of light around V k, which I shall indicate by Lk, the corresponding ring around Vn being understood by Ln. Another point is th is : any one who has watched, say the sun's limb, especially at a low altitude and with high power, must be aware of the turmoil or ebullition which there appears, very much as if the limb was being boiled. I shall denote this kind of turmoil by " boiling."
Ingress.-W ith the telescope well and carefully adjusted for focus, I watched for the coming first external contact, but to no purpose; for I did not detect Venus's limb until after it had made an indentation on the sun's limb. The latter boiled sensibly, but by no means violently. It appeared jagged, and as if with minute spikes projecting inwards, all of which were well defined in the bluish field. Watching V", I found it also boiling slightly, but in a manner somewhat different to the sun's limb. The appearance was that of boiling vapour coming round from the face of Venus, turned towards the sun and overlapping Vn; moreover this boil ing was not restricted to the edge of Vn, but extended 2" or 3" beyond, thus forming a kind of boiling annulus*, in which there were minute sparkling specks dancing and shifting about, appearing and disappearing; the edge Vn was seen through the boiling. So much for that portion of Venus seen against the sun.
Ingress (continued).-A t 8 | minutes before the first internal contact took place, I happened to look closely into the spot where that part of Venus against the sky la y ; and, to my great surprise, I found that this portion of her disk was easily visible, because it was edged by a narrow ring of light, or Lk. A t first I saw 1^ for only about 10° or 15° on either side of the point where the chord of Venus's track would cut Vk-or, more definitely stated, this light-ring did not reach either way to the suns limb ; but within the next 50s I saw the ring distinctly round the whole sector of Vk, from edge to edge of the sun's limb, as shown in the rough sketch 'f' accompanying. The light-ring was only moderately bright, hl|6 _ [iised lig h t; and at first I estimated this annulus at 3" in breadth. It u a probably brightest about the point where the chord above named cut 185.] Transit of Venus across the Sun. On the Transit of Venus across the but I watched for any such event in vain. Venus glided resolutely < y wards, and the streak of light she was leavin wider, until at last, when a belt of light representing 10 or 15 minutes li between her and the sun's limb, I exclaimed (and I believe much to tl disappointment of all concerned), " there is no pear-drop and no ligamen\ W e watched Venus for some half an hour after this, and then turned the spectroscope.
The Spectroscope.-The substitution of spectroscope for eyepiece cann be effected in this instrument without a considerable amount of adjue ment. W hen this had been performed, and we had taken a hasty brea fast, I first placed the slit across the centre of Venus's disk, and found th. it gave a black band all along the length of the bright solar spectrui i. e. Venus's face turned to us reflected no light. I next placed the si tangential to Venus's disk. This gave a faint glimmer of narrow light place of the black band, i. e. this glimmer was slightly brighter than tl solar spectrum on which it appeared. I looked intently for Venus's ai lines ; but, so far as the feeble dispersion of the prism would show, tl lines seen across the glimmer from Venus's edge were identical in i respects with the solar lines. I repeated these experiments as long time permitted, and then, with artificer Manrakan's help, revertto the adjustments for mounting the eye-end and eyepiece employed ingress. As already stated, it was now necessary to substitute a dar red glass in place of one of those used at ingress. i)In view of the light-ring Lk, and of the peculiar boiling annulus •< nd Yn, which may be called Ln, I have no doubt that L n was, in fact, j* atinuation of the light-ring Lk, which latter, beyond question, was ■•.lily visible; and under these circumstances it may be urged that y Vmsis surrounded by an atmosphere which at the time was made visible > toae extent of 2" to under 4" in breadth.
') As a matter of fact, the pear-drop and the ligament were visible at a heht of 2200 feet, but at 6500 feet the ligament was invisible. The < .-iience generally of height of station, from this evidence, appears unde n t t ie ; but the phenomenon still remains to be accounted for definitely, i lowever, an effective atmosphere of breadth around Yenus be con oid, this atmosphere may be supposed to stop a certain amount of dint light from the sun, producing a slight shade around Yenus correo riding to the breadth x , This shade would, I conceive, be quite in vi sta when its outer edge is backed by the sun's bright lig h t; but could -v jontract the sun to a diameter equal to that of Yenus p lu s twice x , m make Yenus and the sun concentric, it appears likely that we should sea shaded annulus right round Yenus between her limb and that of the s t ; further, that the annulus would appear darker at low than at mer altitudes, and would become invisible when the observer was raed above a sufficiency ofr the earth's atmosphere.
Should these sigestions prove tenable, the ligament seen would break when the >er edge of the shade, corresponding to x , transited across the sun's fib. 
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